We have isolated a simian virus 40 deletion mutant, F8dl, that lacks the sequences from 0.168 to 0.424 map units. The deleted sequences represent over 60% of the coding region for large T antigen. Despite this deletion, F8dl abortively transformed rat cells as efficiently as wild-type simian virus 40. From this result, we conclude that the region of the simian virus 40 genome between 0.168 and 0.424 map units is not essential for abortive transformation. Since abortive transformation requires the expression of the simian virus 40 maintenance functions, we also infer that the sequences deleted from F8dl are not required to maintain transformation.
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Strong evidence now exists that the action of the large tumor antigen (large T antigen; molecular weight, 85,000 [85K]) of simian virus 40 (SV40) is sufficient to transform cells in culture (1, 4, 5, 14, 21, 22) . However, because large T antigen is multifunctional, it has been impossible so far to identify the activity responsible for its ability to transform (2, 9, 10, 12, 13, 18, 20, 23, (27) (28) (29) . In an attempt to overcome this obstacle, we have constructed several SV40 mutants, each of which has an extensive deletion in the early region sequences that encode the carboxyterminal half of large T antigen (25) . It has been shown that all the SV40 tsA mutations map in this region and that these mutations affect many of the SV40 lytic functions (30) . Our idea, then, was that mutants lacking the sequences necessary to encode the C-terminal part of large T antigen should have lost many lytic activities not directly required for transformation. We hoped to isolate mutants that still could transform despite this large deletion. Such mutants would be useful tools for simplifying the search for the SV40 maintenance functions.
In 1968, Michael Stoker reported experiments in which he infected baby hamster kidney cells with polyoma virus and suspended the infected cells in methylcellulose (26) . He observed that a large proportion of the infected cells continued to grow and divide, even though they were suspended without anchorage. However, for most of these cells, this anchorage-independent growth was ephemeral, lasting just a few generations, and only a small percentage of the abortively transformed cells went on to produce large colonies. 
RESULTS
We constructed the mutant F8dl by partially digesting wild-type SV40 DNA with the restriction enzymes HpaI and HindIII to yield linear DNA molecules from which the sequences between 0.168 and 0.424 map units had been deleted (25) . These linear molecules, which have intact late regions, together with supercoiled DNA from a dl8841tsB4 double-mutant helper, were used to infect BSC-1 monkey cells in a complementation plaque assay at 40°C (17) . A virus stock from one plaque that contained both mutant and helper DNA was grown, and the DNA of the deletion mutant was gel purified and cloned into plasmid pBR322. A sequence analysis (15) revealed that when the deleted linear molecules were circularized during the initial infection of monkey cells, 140 base pairs of monkey DNA were fortuitously inserted at the site of the SV40 deletion (Fig. 1) number of abortively transformed colonies arising from pWT or pF8dl infections was routinely 10-to 50-fold higher than with mock DNA infections. In addition, infections with pF8dl yielded abortively transformed colonies with the same morphology and size distribution that we observed with pWT infections. Since we expected the maintenance of transformation to be mediated by an SV40-encoded protein, we wanted to be sure that deleting most of the remaining sequences for large T and small t antigens from F8dl would abolish its ability to transform abortively. To this end, we constructed two new mutants, C81 and C98. We lightly digested pF8dl DNA with the restriction endonuclease TaqI to obtain linear molecules cut once at the single SV40 site at 0.564 map units, digested these molecules lightly with the exonuclease Bal31 to remove about 300 base pairs from each end, and religated the products to obtain circular molecules. This DNA was used to transfect Escherichia coli, and bacterial colonies were selected for study. We used restriction enzymes to analyze plasmid DNA from these colonies and determined that two plasmids, pC81 and pC98, contained F8dl DNA with the desired deletions (Fig. 3) . Both C81 and C98 retained (i) intact late regions (including the 72-base-pair repeats); (ii) all early region control sequences, including the initiator codons for large T and small t antigens; (iii) all the monkey DNA sequences present in F8dl; and (iv) the early region polyadenylation signals. However, both mutants lacked donor and receptor splice junctions for both large T and small t antigens as well as most of the coding sequences for these two proteins. In experiments with these mutants ( The negative results obtained for the mutants C81 and C98 suggest that one or more of the early proteins encoded by F8dl is required for the maintenance of transformation. In addition, since both C81 and C98 contain all the promoter and enhancer sequences contained in F8dl, we can conclude that F8dl does not transform by a promoter insertion mechanism (8) .
F8dM is an SV40-monkey hybrid virus, having acquired 140 base pairs of monkey DNA 'during the early stages of mutant isolation. We believe that the monkey sequences are not directly responsible for the ability of F8dl to transform abortively for several reasons. First, the mutant F8dl was selected for study only because it had a large deletion in its early region. It would therefore be quite unlikely that the monkey sequences, fortuitously acquired, would be able to confer the unselected property of being able to transform abortively. Second, the mutants C81 and C98 contain the entire monkey insert present in F8dM, and yet neither of these mutants is able to transform abortively. Finally, we have sequenced the monkey insert in F8dl and have determined that it is only 140 base pairs long (Fig. 1 
